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MAKE LANCIA MOD. Z YEAR 02 →→
PETROL
DIESEL

ALARM/SIREN
POSITION

Position the compact alarms and the sirens on the right of the engine compartment. Modulrar
systems and modules can be installed behind  the central tunnel. Pass the cables through the
original rubber sleeve used for the  bonnet opening wire located under the driver’s side
windows-washer.

POWER SUPPLY + 30: connect to the big wire which supply the fuse box.
-  31: connect with a cable terminal to one of the ground terminals located on the left lateral
bulkhead.

IGNITION WIRE + 15/54: connect to the GREEN wire marked  A16A located in the connector marked 888B,
under the driver’s side dashboard.

DIRECTION INDICATORS Connect to the GREEN wires marked nr.233 and nr. 234 located in the wiring harness coming
out of the lights switch connector.

ELECTRIC WINDOWS Negative at rest
Front window, driver’s side:
cut the 2 mm2 WHITE wire marked nr.6050 located in the wiring harness coming out of the
window central placed directly inside the driver’s side door.
Front window, passenger’s side:
cut the 1,5 mm2 WHITE wire located in the wiring harness coming out of the driverr’s side
door.
Compasses rear window, driver’s side:
cut the GREEN wire marked nr.6803.
Compasses rear window, passenger’s side:
cut the GREEN wire marked nr.6813.
The rear windows connection must be carried out behind the respective covering members.

CENTRAL DOORS LOCKING Negative control signal
Cut the ORANGE wire.  Refer to diagram nr.136 for 7900 serie antithefts. For 3100 and 3900
series antithefts refer to the diagram nr.136A.

IMMOBILISATION POINT 1 Fuel pump
Cut the WHITE wire marked nr.121 located in the connector 888B placed under the driver’s
side dashboard.

IMMOBILISATION POINT 2 Inertial switch
Cut the GREY wire marked nr.1286 located under the oil bowl of the passenger’s side
servobrake.

STARTER + 50: Cut the WHITE wire marked nr.106 located in the wiring harness placed near the
bonnet opening handle.

DOORS AND BOOT SWITCH Connect to the ORANGE wire marked nr. 4903 located in the wiring harness coming out of
the connector marked 888B.
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FITTING DIAGRAM N° 136

Diagram to make the central locking on
LANCIA Z   year 2002

(for Bridge serie antithefts)

   VIOLET/ORANGE   ORANGE                GREY/BLACK   VIOLET

ORANGE

Door switch

   Central locking
            unit
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FITTING DIAGRAM N° 136A

Diagram to make the central locking on
LANCIA Z   year 2002

(for 3100 serie antithefts)

    VIOLET/WHITE     ORANGE                    GREY/BLACK    VIOLET
  ORANGE/WHITE

ORANGE

Door switch
    Central locking
             unit


